
Unjustified Scientific Concepts

INTRODUCTION

In order to communicate thoughts about the reality we can perceive (or imagine), man tends to
create imaginative words and mathematical equations, such as 'time' and 'mass',.  Unfortunately,
those imaginative words and named equations may subsequently be mistaken for a natural reality
unto themselves.  This problem is amplified when the words and equations created by man are
used as the basis for subsequent generations of imaginative words and equations. The words
and equations may also be used rather carelessly. This has resulted in  confusion and over
complication about our understanding of natural reality.

Currently accepted basic theoretical scientific concepts can be greatly simplified, without
adversely affecting practical technological considerations,  by  reconsideration of a few basic
assumptions that apparently have not been previously considered.

UNJUSTIFIED SCIENTIFIC DEFINITIONS, EQUATIONS. AND THEORIES

‘UNBALANCED’ FORCE IS A MYTH
RATE OF CHANGE IS DIRECTLY PROPORTIONAL TO ‘STRESS’

Newton's concept of 'unbalanced' force is a false concept because every form of every ‘force’, is
always resisted by some form of an equal and opposite counterbalancing force. This results in
zero net force. We refer to the counterbalancing resistance force by various names – such as
friction, heat capacity, chemical stability, etc.  Inertial resistance is simply the name of one such
form of resistance – that resistance associated with an attempt to modify a currently existing rate
of change (motion).  The magnitude of rates of change (such as the concept we refer to as
‘acceleration’ or ‘spring tension’ or even ‘human response’) are always directly proportional to the
magnitude of the ‘stress’  associated with the equal but opposite forces.

RATES OF CHANGE ARE RELATIVE - BUT INDEPENDENT OF ARBITRARILY
PRE-DEFINED FIXED ‘UNITS OF MEASURE’.FOR DISTANCE AND TIME

While differences in the magnitudes of change do indeed exist, such differences are totally
independent of man’s arbitrarily predefined ‘unit of measure’ for time-lapse.  All perceived rates of
change which have been assigned a mathematical value are totally dependent on the magnitude
of the arbitrarily predefined ‘unit of measure’ for time lapse.  The only real connection between
man’s concept of rates of change and reality is that the magnitudes of change for that which man
wishes to compare must be based on an ANY EQUAL MAGNITUDE of time-lapse greater than
zero.  For example, when we wish to compare the mathematical values of ‘velocity’, we must
actually compare the changes in location (distance) that occur during ANY EQUAL magnitude of
time lapse.  As a result, the comparison of two different values of ‘velocity’ is in reality simply a
comparison of two different values of distance, while the actual magnitude of the ‘time-lapse’ is
insignificant because the actual magnitudes of time lapse are always mathematically reduced
down to a common equal value of 1.0 (ie, seconds, hours, light-years, etc) that then vanishes
from the resultant ratio of two values of ‘velocity’.  The resultant ratio is simply a comparison of
two different mathematical values for the distances of travel during that equal magnitude of time
lapse that has now vanished from the original ratio of ‘velocities’.  The only factor of natural reality
is the magnitude of that change (change in relative location) of current interest. But the
mathematical numbers associated with the change of interest are themselves based on pre-
defined ‘units of measure’ and are irrelevant to the natural reality of change.  Man confuses
natural reality with his own concepts of ‘units of measure’ which may be convenient tools for
communication – but have no bearing on the relative reality of interest.



For example, consider the natural significance when we compare rates of motion that have been
designated by man as 60mph and 30mph.  Both values are based on an one equal ‘hour’ of time
lapse, which cancels out of the comparative ratio and therefore vanishes from the ratio of 60/30.
This leaves a ratio wherein the numbers are based only on the pre-defined ‘units of measure’ for
distance referred to as a one ‘mile’.  That ratio of (60 miles / 30miles) reduces to simply 2.  And
that number of 2 signifies the simple natural reality that one of the factors of interest is simply
double the other factor of interest.

That simple reality remains true and completely independent of the concept of fixed, arbitrarily
pre-defined, irrelevant ‘units of measure’ for both time-lapse and distance.

We could have arrived at the same conclusion by simply defining the distance of travel
associated with either of the two rates of motion of interest as a ‘relative’ unit of measure, on
which the distance of travel of the other distance of travel would be based.

The mathematical complexities introduced by man may aid in man’s communication about reality
– but any dog, bird, or ant is aware of the same conclusion without any need for man’s complex
words, numbers, and mathematical equations.

NEWTON MIS-INTERPRETED GALILEO’S EXPERAMENTAL DATA

Changes in rate of motion, which Newton attributed to 'unbalanced' force, do NOT occur as a
result of the magnitude of an 'UNBALANCED force', but result from the magnitude of the
STRESS associated with the equal but opposite applied and resistance forces.  And both of those
equal but opposite forces automatically co-exist with the advent of the change in motion.

This truth was experimentally demonstrated by Galileo when he used the word  ‘inertia’ as a
natural counter-balancing force to the force associated with the word ‘weight’.  Galileo postulated
that the reason that falling objects are unaffected by the magnitude of ‘weight’ was due to the
counter-balancing force of ‘inertia’.  His experiments also proved that the magnitude of the
change in rate of motion was directly proportional to the magnitude of resultant (equal but
opposite) forces.  Unfortunately, Galileo apparently did not go on to postulate that the rate of
change in motion was directly proportional to the ‘stress’ associated with the equal but opposite
forces.

 Galileo's concept of 'inertia' was miss-interpreted by Newton who replaced the simplicity of the
naturally existing counter-balancing force with a misleading concept comprised of the imaginary
independent mathematically defined  components which he named “unbalanced’ force, ‘inertia’
and ‘acceleration’.  Newton then transformed those independent mathematical components into
an entirely new one which he imaginatively named ‘mass’.  Newton’s erroneous concept of ‘mass’
was subsequently linked to still other imaginary concepts such as ‘mass attraction’, ‘gravity’, and
‘centrifugal’ force.

Newton should be credited by his statement that  “For every action there is an equal but opposite
action”.  His error was that he considered the equal but opposite actions as two independent
factors, rather than as a single self-canceling factor.

EINSTEIN’S FLAWED DEFINITIONS OF RELATIVITY

Einstein postulated the concept of ‘relativity’ during his attempts to correct for Newton’s faulted
mathematical theory involving ‘unbalanced’ force, ‘mass’, and ‘acceleration’.  Einstein postulated
that the magnitudes of distance, and time-lapse, and mass are variables that are dependent on
the relative rate of motion as defined by arbitrarily, pre-defined, fixed‘ magnitudes associated with
the ‘units of measure’ for those same variables.

There was no justification, and apparently no one questioned why Einstein’s assumption that the
imaginary fixed ‘units of measure’ remain unaffected by the very same variations he postulated to



exist based on the irrelative fixed magnitude ‘units of measure’. The variations in the
mathematical values for distance, time-lapse, and mass that Einstein associated with variations in
relative rate of motion, all vanish when it is accepted that the magnitude of the 'units of measure'
for distance should be considered to be subject to the same variations that Einstein suggested
should apply to that which is being measured.

If the magnitude of the ‘unit of measure’ for distance is re-defined so that it varies in direct
proportion to the actual change in rate of motion of interest, then the mathematical equation
named ‘velocity’ becomes a numerical constant.  And the ratio of  the ‘V/C’ that is so critical in
Einstein’s concept then reduces to the totally insignificant mathematical value of unity (1.0).  The
entire concept of variations in mass, distance, and time-lapse presented by Einstein collapses

As stated above, man tends to create imaginative words and mathematical equations to
communicate his thoughts about the reality he can perceive (or imagine) to exist.   If these words
and equations are then accepted by recognized academic teachers who pass the error on to
generations of unsuspecting students, the errors are eventually multiplied by the students
subsequent activity.

As an example, the reality of the 'Doppler effect' commonly is commonly referred to as 'red shift'.
However, that effect is not simply the result of a change between two pre-defined frequencies (or
‘colors’) of interest - but more importantly, it involves an expansion or contraction of the complete
range of frequencies within an entire spectrum of frequencies.  The concept that a variation in
'frequencies', is dependent on distance of travel (‘wave length’) during one pre-defined equal
magnitude of time-lapse is in turn based on a mathematical ratio of change in location (distance)
to one pre-defined equal magnitudes of distance.  But if the magnitude of the 'unit of measure' for
distance is considered to be RELATIVE to the rate of motion, then all 'wave lengths' are of equal
distance, and all 'frequencies' have identical mathematical value.  In which case the basis for an
expanding universe as associated with 'red shift' is invalidated.  The expansion of our universe
may, or may not, occur, but it should not be explained as having been proven by the 'red shift'
that is associated with a  change in rate of motion as defined by the equation named ‘velocity’..

A second example is that the concept of a ‘black hole’ is associated with a vast ‘massive’ object
located at the center of a rotational celestial system.  However we know that when two or more
celestial objects combine into a common celestial system, all of the objects rotate around a
‘massless empty’ geometric center point referred to as a ‘barycenter’.  One must therefore
question if such a system of celestial bodies actually comprise one single ‘thing’, and the
imaginatively defined ‘massive black hole’, is actually a ‘massless barycenter’. Perhaps that
empty barycenter is simply a representative point for the entire singular galactic system.  And if
that happens to be true, then should the electrical characteristics of a somewhat similar concept
involving a tiny singular ‘atom’ having a relative massive ‘nucleus’ with surrounding ‘electrons’
also be reconsidered?  Man may be unable to physically ‘see’ the invisible forces that exist
between a family of related physical ‘things’, but that may not mean that such forces are not a
significant part of the natural reality that comprises and binds those families into a singularity.

There is no doubt that an ‘atom’ is relatively small compared to a ‘galactic system’.  But is the true
significance of that relative difference in size simply an imaginary mathematical ratio created by
man, rather than a significant factor in the ‘eye of nature’?

Advances in ‘technology’ have indeed been spectacular.  But has man wandered far astray in his
theoretical explanations of nature?  It is much easier to accuse such thoughts as madness – but
perhaps it would be more realistic to reconsider the dogmatically accepted current theoretical
explanations.

Einstein is accredited with having made two statements that I find interesting and applicable:

“As far as the laws of mathematics refer to reality, they are not certain:
and as far as they are certain, they do not refer to reality.”



“Any intelligent fool can make things bigger, more complex, and more violent.
It takes a touch of genius – and a lot of courage – to move in the opposite direction.”

DISCUSSION:  NATURAL REALITY VERSUS MAN’S EXPLANATIONS

Reality involves an almost infinite number of different 'things', each of which may have unique
physical and non-physical characteristics such as size, color, and personality.

 DEFINITION:  THING:  Any real or imaginary identified comport of our universe,
independent of consideration about the     size or number of sub-part THINGS which may
be included within the THING of current interest.  THINGS may be considered to be
'physical' if they have a fixed geometric relationship to other component parts of the
universe, or may  be non-physical if they occupy fields of space within the universe.  For
example, a rock may be considered as a physical thing, while a thought may be
considered a non-physical thing.

At any single 'freeze frame' of reality, every 'thing' exhibits a unique characteristic, and every
combination of 'things' exhibit a unique state of relativity to all other 'things' - such as location,
degree of attractive, repulsive, or neutrality state of interest.

DEFINITION:  FREEZE FRAME: A unique static state of universal relativity that is
considered to be currently void of any form of ongoing change either within itself or
relative to other THINGS.

Most of these characteristics and relationships 'change' between sequential states (i.e. static
states or 'freeze frames') of existence.  The magnitude of the changes between any two
sequential 'freeze frames' varies greatly, but the relative magnitudes can only be determined by
comparison of the changes during identical magnitudes of delay between the changes of interest.
The magnitude of relative change may vary as a function of the magnitude of delay between
'freeze frames' of interest, but every comparison must be based on any arbitrarily selected equal
magnitude of delay.

DEFINITION:  CHANGE:  The perceived differences between a sequence of two
(possibly more than two) FREEZE FRAME states of relativity.  The concept of an
interconnecting concept of a mathematical number of fixed pre-defined  irrelevant units of
'time-lapse is eliminated in favor of defining the total magnitude of lapse as simple one
RELATIVE  unit of time-lapse.

In order to communicate about variation in specific 'things' during any single 'freeze frame', man
created imaginary concepts such as fixed pre-defined 'units of measure' of distance, and
descriptive words such as color, temperature, temperament, etc.  Man also created as unique
sequence of words, referred to as 'numbers' which could be used to communicate about the
relative magnitude of the named differences he could perceive or imagine to exist.

DEFINITION:  RELATIVE MAGNITUDES OF DIFFERENCE:  Measurement of
differences between similar forms of change within a single freeze frame, or between two
freeze frames.  The RELATIVE 'unit of measure' for that form of difference or change is
based on the actual magnitude of change associated with items of interest.  RELATIVE
MAGNITUDES are totally independent of arbitrarily pre-defined fixed 'units of measure'
such as inches, hours, and pounds of force.  For any comparison of similar
characteristics, the RELATIVE unit of measure is simply the total actual difference of one
item of comparison,  Other similar type characteristics of the same type are then
assigned a value based on a ratio of the magnitude of difference compared to the first
Relative magnitude of interest.



While the differences within each 'freeze frame' are real, the words and numbers created by man
to communicate about those differences are all completely arbitrary, imaginary - and independent
of the reality that he desires to communicate about.

Man then made an assumption that every individual unique 'freeze frame' of relativity must be
interconnected to every other individual unique 'freeze frame' of relativity.

To communicate about that imagined interconnectivity between 'freeze frames' man created the
concept named 'time'.  And to communicate about the magnitude of delay between freeze
frames, man created an arbitrary fixed magnitude referred to as the 'unit of measure' for time-
lapse.  The system of imaginary mathematical numbers could then be combined with the
imaginary system of units of measure for time-lapse to communicate about relative magnitudes of
change between any two different 'freeze frame' states of reality.

The imaginary words and numbers may provide a convenient tool for communication, However,
man has forgotten that those words and numbers are not actually a part of the reality within which
he exists.  Science now believes that reality involving individual and sequential 'freeze frames' of
existence are totally dependent on man's imaginary systems of words and numbers.

If we wish to understand the true significance of out universe, we must return to a concept of
actual 'relative' variations, rather than depend on a system of imaginary numbers.  The difference
between a tiny 'atom' and a huge 'galaxy' may be significant through the eyes of man - but is that
difference insignificant in the 'eye of god'?  Is red more significant that blue in the 'eye of god'.  Is
Jack more significant than Jill in the 'eye of god'; or might the hill they went up be of equal
significance in the 'eye of god'.

DEFINITION:  UNIVERSE: That which includes all THINGS of interest.

To help clarify the significance of these definitions consider a single FREEZE FRAME state of
relativity wherein we wish to define the difference in distance between objects - such as the
distance between a yellow and blue ball and a yellow and red ball.  We may define the actual
space between the yellow and blue balls as one (1.0) relative unit of magnitude of distance, and
then compare (by ratio) that magnitude to the magnitude of distance between the yellow and red
ball, and/or the blue and red balls.  The results of the ratio are no difference than the ratio of
difference that current science might conclude.  But the currently accepted concept of fixed
arbitrarily pre-defined 'units of measure' for distance has been completed avoided.

Comparison of magnitudes of change between two freeze frames of relativity, is also greatly
simplified, because by definition the mathematical value for the RELATIVE lapse of time between
two freeze frames never varies from simply one (1.0)  Hence the mathematical value for the rate
of change (i.e., 'velocity') is always identical to the same mathematical value resulting from a
comparison of RELATIVE variations in distance between first and last locations associated with
the first and second FREEZE FRAME state of relativity.  The magnitude of relative rates of
change (such as 'velocity') are always compared on equal magnitudes of actual time lapse, but
the concept of an arbitrarily pre-defined fixed 'unit of measure' for time-lapse has simply been
eliminated from the mathematical calculations.

This concept of definitions may at first seem difficult to understand because of our prior
educational beliefs, but is actually a great deal less complex than the system of multiple
sequential comparative ratios, rather than direct manipulation of actual variations.  As a result, the
'scientific theory' used to explain extremely large concepts, such as a 'galaxy' will be equally
applicable to the 'scientific theory' used to explain small concepts such as atomic structures.  The
attractive force named 'gravity' would therefore be recognized as simply a different word applied
to the attractive force named 'magnetic attraction'.  Similarly, the repulsive forces named
'centrifugal' force and 'magnetic repulsion' are recognized as different names for equivalent
concepts.


